hair & beauty

Bridal Beauty

Having worked in the make-up industry since her move to Belfast from
Scotland eight years ago, Samantha Weightman is widely regarded as
one of Ireland’s top make-up artists. An award-winning and in demand
freelance make-up artist, Samantha regularly works for the BBC, UTV
and Northern Ireland’s top model agency Style Academy. With vast
experience, Samantha specialises in bridal make-up, offering bespoke
packages to suit every bride as well as a host of other make-up services.

It’s happened! After all this time I have
finally opened a make-up studio and
I’m in love with it! It’s amazing how
things happen…I went to get my hair
done by my good friend and super
hairdresser, Beverly Martin, at her new
place, Hair by Bev (At the Inns) and
loved it so much I moved in too! I
also decided to treat myself to a leg
wax, gel polish, Swedish massage
and reflexology! Well, what’s a girl to
do?! When you know, you know…and
I knew…it’s perfect! Business is just so
busy with weddings, formals, lessons
and all my other TV and fashion work, it
was getting impossible to fit everyone
in, so it was time to find a beautiful
space to centre as much as possible.
Although don’t worry ladies, I’ll still
be travelling out for weddings and I’m
available for call outs.
Our very own one stop glam shop!
We’re a collective of four businesses
under one roof, perfect for all your
bridal needs. Easy to find, we’re located
near Forestside shopping centre with
plenty of parking available. A lovely
relaxed atmosphere, full of chatter
and laughs but also providing an
exclusive experience with separate
studios for make-up, hair, beauty and
complementary therapies.
With 17 years’ experience at Toni and
Guy, Beverly Martin, ‘Hair by Bev’
(at the Inns) tel - 07540 762045, is
a colour specialist and hairdressing
genius! After meeting on a shoot for
Toni and Guy, Bev’s been a friend, as
well as my own personal hairdresser for
over four years now. She’s the best!
With an extensive beauty menu, Gloria
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Jones, owner of, ‘Beauty at the Inns’
tel – 02890 795525, offers a wide
variety of treatments to relax, refresh
and beautify. The heart of the place,
here before us all, Gloria is the perfect
person for all your pre wedding waxing,
nails, tans etc, or just a cheeky wee
treatment ‘because you’re worth it!’
Marion, ‘Inn Touch Therapy’ tel –
07542712849, is an experienced and
dedicated therapist not only running a
busy studio but also out volunteering
with Marie Curie and helping so many
people in need.

Complementary therapies are safe
treatments often used alongside
conventional medical treatments.
They enhance a sense of well being by
easing anxiety, pain and stress through
relaxation. These therapies also create
balance in the body, mind and soul.
Book yourself in for Swedish massage,
Reflexology, Indian head massage,
aromatherapy, hot stone therapy, Hopi
ear candling, perfect to relax you and
ease any pre wedding stress.
Looking forward to seeing you soon!
Samantha xxx
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